[Development of a Novel Treatment for Neurological Disorders by Drug Repositioning].
The aim of drug repositioning is to identify and develop new uses for existing drugs. Many drugs for neurological disorders have been established by drug repositioning. Conventional drug repositioning approaches are based on chance findings or close clinical observations. Nowadays, computational drug repositioning can complement these approaches. Drug repositioning has many advantages. For example, unexpected adverse events occur less frequently in clinical trials using repositioned drugs than in trials with new drugs because safety information for repositioned drugs has often already accumulated before the start of a clinical trial. Another advantage is that drug repositioning can shorten the time needed for drug development and thereby reduce costs related to drug innovation. If results of pharmacological and toxic tests are available, pre-clinical studies may also be omitted. Drug repositioning is especially promising in the development of treatments for neurodegenerative disorders because the development of new drugs for chronic disorders often takes more than 20 years and has a high financial burden. Strategic patenting is important to cooperate with pharmaceutical companies and to accomplish drug repositioning.